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Abstract: From 2014 to 2017, the Islamic State of Iraq and 
Syria has been considered one of the most serions threats 
to the entired world. In order to provide a lawful response 
against this threat, it is necessary to verify whether the 
Islamic State is actually a State. The concept of State is 
still at the centre of the contemporary international legal 
order, but there is not a general consensus about the ele-
ments that constitute a State under international law, and 
the conditions pursuant to which international personality 
is conferred to an entity claiming statehood. Accordingly, 
it can be useful to examine both the factual bases of the 
Islamic State and its legal entitlement to aspire to become 
an independent State under international law. From this 
enquiry, at the moment the Islamic State appears not to 
be a State in light of international law, but rather a group 
of insurgents with a territorial basis. 
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statehood; insurgents; Syria; Iraq

Resumen: Desde 2014 hasta 2017, el Estado Islámico de 
Iraq y Siria es considerado como una de la más grande 
amenaza para el mundo entero. Para luchar contra esta 
amenaza, es necesario verificar si el Estado Islámico es en 
realidad un Estado a la luz del derecho internacional. El 
concepto de estado se encuentra en el centro del orden 
jurídico internacional contemporáneo, pero no hay un 
consenso general acerca de los elementos que constitu-
yen un Estado, y acerca de las condiciones necesarias para 
considerar estado una entidad que reclame esta cualifica. 
En consecuencia, puede ser útil examinar los fundamen-
tos del Estado islámico y su derecho a aspirar a convertirse 
en un Estado independiente en el derecho internacional. 
El Estado islámico no parece ser un Estado a la luz del de-
recho internacional, sino más bien un grupo de insurgen-
tes con una base territorial.
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I. IntroductIon

I’ve seen the future, baby: it is murder. 1

F rom 2013, the international community has been struck by the violent 
actions of the so-called islamic state of iraq and syria (isis, also isil, 
islamic state of iraq and the levant, and daesh). Mass human rights vi-

olations are committed daily in the north-eastern part of syria and in a huge 
portion of iraqi territory. isis is at hearth a group of extremist jihadist rebels 
that gained control of a wide area. isis is also something more, though; it is 
a self-proclaimed state and a novelty in the most recent jihadist scenario as 
groups such as al-Qaeda have never aimed to create a state before. luckily, 
isis appears to be about to be defeated; however, this phenomenon still de-
serves scholarly attention because of the challenges it poses to international law.

the present essay studies isis in order to verify whether isis ever be-
come a state according to international law. First, the inquiry will start with 
a brief overview of isis history. then, it will describe the different theories 
about statehood and will apply the relevant criteria to the islamic state. the 
essay will study, therefore, the capacity of isis to govern a defined territory 
and a permanent population, the relevance of the principle of self-determina-
tion of peoples, and the consequences on the statehood issue of their despotic 
regime, characterized by mass atrocities and human rights abuses.

this author considers the legal qualification of isis to be pivotal for the 
discourse regarding several international law issues arising from the armed con-
flict against isis in which a number of states are or have been involved. For 
instance, this is the case of jus ad bellum justifications pertaining to the fight 
against isis: even if they are beyond the purview of this paper, 2 suffice it to say 

1 cohen, l., «the Future», The Future, 1992.
2 the scientific literature on jus ad bellum issues in the fight against isis is growing constantly. See, 

among others, arImatsu, l., schmItt, M. n., «attacking the ‘islamic state’ and the Khorasan 
Group: surveying the international law landscape», Columbia Journal of Transnational Law Bul-
letin, 53, 2014, pp. 1-29; PIcone, p., «unilateralismo e guerra contro l’isis», Rivista di diritto in-
ternazionale, 98, 2015, pp. 5-27; gradonI, l., «Gli obblighi erga omnes, l’idioma dell’egemone e 
la ricerca del diritto. ancora sull’intervento contro l’isis e oltre», Quaderni di SIDIBlog, 1, 2014, 
pp. 271-290; henderson, c., «the use of Force and islamic state», Journal on the Use of Force and 
International Law, 1, 2014, pp. 209-222; moscIattI gómez G., «los argumentos estadounidenses 
para justificar el uso de la fuerza contra el estado islámico», Revista Tribuna Internacional, 4, 2015, 
pp. 109-128; sterIo, M., «the applicability of the humanitarian intervention exception to the 
Middle eastern refugee crisis: Why the international community should intervene against isis», 
Suffolk Transnational Law Review, 38, 2015, pp. 325-357; Latty, F., «le brouillage des repères du 
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that the qualification of isis as a state might influence the debate regarding the 
resort to armed force against isis. in the words of christian henderson, «there 
are other issues that have not been addressed... Firstly, given the way in which is 
has proclaimed statehood, has significant capabilities and effective control over 
territory, to what extent, if any, might the jus ad bellum apply to its actions?» 3 
Just to mention one major issue, it is well known that the international com-
munity accepts actions in self-defence pursuant to article 51 of the un charter 
when a state faces an armed attack from another state. conversely, the legality 
of an action in self-defence against non-state actors’ attacks is more debated, 
especially since the international court of Justice seems to have ruled out this 
possibility, at least when the armed groups are located in a territory that is under 
occupation. 4 accordingly, qualifying isis as a state would simplify the recourse 
to self-defence as a justification for the airstrikes against its strongholds.

similarly, the question of isis’s statehood is relevant in order to verify which 
rules of international humanitarian law are applicable. at the risk of simplifying 
a more complex issue that cannot be examined here properly, the scenario can be 
summarized as follows: if one considers isis to be a state, rules regarding inter-
national armed conflicts should be applied; if one considers isis to be a non-state 
actor and that its actions are not supported by the principle of self-determination 
of peoples, then rules on non-international armed conflicts should be applied. 5 

jus contra bellum. a propos de l’usage de la force par la France contre daesch», Revue Générale de 
Droit International Public, 120, 2016, pp. 11-39; chrIstakIs, t. (ed), «symposium on the Fight aga-
inst isil and international law», Leiden Journal of International Law, 29, 2016, pp. 737-852; Pozo 
serrano, p., «el uso de la fuerza contra el estado islámico en irak y siria: problemas de fundamen-
tación jurídica», Anuario Español de Derecho Internacional, 32, 2016, pp. 141-188.

3 henderson, c., «the use of Force...», op. cit., p. 221. see also nIgro, r., «la risoluzione del 
consiglio di sicurezza delle nazioni unite n. 2249 (2015) e la legittimità dell’uso della forza 
contro l’isis in base al diritto internazionale», Diritti umani e diritto internazionale, 10, 2016, 
pp. 137-156, pp. 144-145.

4 see Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (Advisory 
Opinion), [2004] icJ rep., p. 136, para. 139. For some critical remarks on this paragraph, see 
murPhy, s. d., «self-defense and the israeli Wall advisory opinion: an ipse dixit from the 
icJ?», American Journal of International Law, 99, 2005, pp. 62-76; tams, c. J., «light treatment 
of a complex problem: the law of self-defence in the Wall case», European Journal of Inter-
national Law, 16, 2005, pp. 963-978. on the issue of self-defence against non-state actors, from a 
broader perspective, see mILano, e., «il ricorso all’uso della forza nei confronti degli attori non 
statali», in a. LancIottI, a. tanzI (ed.), Uso della forza e legittima difesa nel diritto internazionale 
contemporaneo, napoli, Jovene, 2012, pp. 105-137.

5 on the issue of the jus in bello applicable in the fight against isis, see LóPez-JacoIste díaz M.e., 
«el conflicto armado en siria a la luz del derecho internacional», Anuario de Derecho Publico, 1, 
2014, pp. 515-542; koutrouLIs, v., «the Fight against the islamic state and Jus in Bello», Leiden 
Journal of International Law, 29, 2016, pp. 827-852; dInsteIn Y., «the syrian armed conflict and 
its singular characteristics», The Israel Yearbook on Human Rights, 46, 2016, pp. 261-279.
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in order to answer to questions like these, a rigorous analysis of isis’s 
statehood claim is important. clearly, these days isis embodies everything 
that is heinous and that offends the sense of justice of billions of people around 
the world. however, statehood is not a kind of reward that the international 
community bestows upon worthy entities. rather, it is a status that significant-
ly depends on criteria that should be assessed from a legal perspective. the 
need for scientific attention on this question is proved by the growing academic 
literature on isis’s statehood, especially thanks to scholars from civil law sys-
tems. 6 although so far no scholar has supported the idea that isis has ever 
been a state, there are different opinions regarding isis’s fulfillment of some 
statehood criteria, especially regarding the key element of effective capacity to 
govern a territory. accordingly, this paper aims to analyze from a rigorous legal 
perspective whether isis is or has ever been a state, in the hope that this anal-
ysis would contribute to clarify many issues pertaining to the fight against isis.

II. IsLamIc state of Iraq and syrIa: Where are you from?

Of course you can’t say those of us who removed Saddam 
in 2003 bear no responsibility for the situation in 2015. 7

a study regarding the statehood of an entity has to take into account the 
entity’s history; in fact, statehood is strictly connected to human events and it 
is not possible to examine it while ignoring the origins of the entity claiming 
statehood. this is true also in relation to isis, a relatively new-born entity, 
which has faced several transformations. 8

6 see chaumette, a.-l., «daesh: un ‘État’ islamique?», Annuaire francais de droit international, 
60, 2014, pp. 71-89; tomuschat, c., «the status of the ‘islamic state’ under international 
law», Die Friedens-Warte, 90, 2015, pp. 223-244; sInkondo, M., «daech est-il un état? retour 
critique sur la théorie néopositiviste des éléments constitutifs de l’etat à l’épreuve de l’actual-
ité internationale», Revue de droit international et de droit comparé, 93, 2016, pp. 240-258; Van 
engeLand, a., «statehood, proto states and international law: new challenges, looking at 
the case of isis» in craWford, J. et al. (eds.), The International Legal Order: Current Needs and 
Possible Responses Essays in Honour of Djamchid Momtaz, leiden, Brill, 2017, pp. 75-86.

7 tony Blair spoke these words, as reported by What, n., «tony Blair Makes Qualified apolo-
gy for iraq War ahead of chilcot report», The Guardian, 25 october 2015, available at www.
theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/25/tony-blair-sorry-iraq-war-mistakes-admits-conflict-
role-in-rise-of-isis.

8 on the origin and development of isis, see, among others, chuLoV, M., «isis: the inside story», 
The Guardian, 11 december 2014, available at www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/11/-sp-isis-

www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/25/tony-blair-sorry-iraq-war-mistakes-admits-conflict-role-in-rise-of-isis
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/25/tony-blair-sorry-iraq-war-mistakes-admits-conflict-role-in-rise-of-isis
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/25/tony-blair-sorry-iraq-war-mistakes-admits-conflict-role-in-rise-of-isis
www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/11/-sp-isis-the-inside-story
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in the days in which this paper is finalized, isis seems to be close to its end. 
its history began in 1999, when a group of islamic fighters, principally com-
posed of sunni militias and called Jama’at al-Tawhid wal-Jihad, appeared in iraq. 
after the 2003 invasion of iraq, the group, renamed in 2004 al-Qaeda in iraq, 
took active part in the insurgency against the occupying coalition and started a 
policy of cooperation with other militias, especially with former members of the 
Baath party. in 2006, al-Qaeda in iraq joined other sunni iraqi armed groups 
and formed the Mujahideen Shura Council, which gave birth shortly afterwards 
to the islamic state of iraq. abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was the leader of this group 
and led it against the counterinsurgency actions of the iraqi government, which 
failed to defeat the rebels, especially after the u.s. abandoned iraq in 2010.

al-Baghdadi also led the rebels into the syrian civil War, taking advantage 
from the fragile control that Bashar al-assad maintained over the syrian territo-
ry, and joining its forces with the al-nusra front, a ferocious coalitions of syrian 
anti-assad groups. having involved his militias in the syrian carnage and merged 
with the al-nusra front, al-Baghdadi coined the new name of islamic state of iraq 
and syria in april 2013. soon after, on 29 June 2014, the group proclaimed the 
creation of a worldwide caliphate and was renamed islamic state. al-Baghdadi 
obtained the role of caliph, merging religious and political authority. 9

in order to consolidate its control over the territory and the population of 
the northern iraq and syria, isis government is based on terror and paramilitary 
actions, which are considered worldwide gross violations of human rights. 10 re-

the-inside-story; Wood, G., «What isis really Wants», The Atlantic, March 2015, available at 
www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2015/02/what-isis-really-wants/384980/; moLInarI, M., Il 
califfato del terrore: perché lo Stato islamico minaccia l’Occidente, Milano, rizzoli, 2015. 

9 in May 2015, al-Baghdadi was wounded in an airstrike (chuLoV, M., shaheen, K., «isis leader 
abu Bakr al-Baghdadi ‘seriously Wounded in air strike’», The Guardian, 21 april 2015, avail-
able at www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/21/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-wounded-air-
strike). subsequently, on 16 June 2017, russia claimed that he might have been killed in an airstrike 
launched on 28 May 2017 (deWan a., boykoff p., «russia says it may have killed isis leader abu 
Bakr al-Baghdadi», CNN, 17 June 2017, available at edition.cnn.com/2017/06/16/middleeast/al-
baghdadi-isis-killed-russia-airstrike/index.html.). his death has not been confirmed yet.

10 For some details on isis gross human rights violations, see the reports of the un human rights 
council: Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, 
Rule of Terror: Living under ISIS in Syria, un doc. a/hrc/27/crp.3 (2014); Report of the Office 
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on the Human Rights Situation in Iraq 
in Light of the Abuses Committed by the So-Called Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant and Associated 
Groups, un doc. a/hrc/28/18 (2015); Report of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Human Rights on the Human Rights Situation in Iraq in the Light of Abuses Committed by the So-
Called Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant and Associated Groups, un doc. a/hrc/28/18 (2016). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jama%252527at_al-Tawhid_wal-Jihad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mujahideen_Shura_Council_%252528Iraq%252529
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_State_of_Iraq
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abu_Bakr_al-Baghdadi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spillover_of_the_Syrian_Civil_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worldwide_Caliphate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caliph
www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/11/-sp-isis-the-inside-story
www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2015/02/what-isis-really-wants/384980/
www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/21/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-wounded-air-strike
www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/21/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-wounded-air-strike
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ligious minorities, including both shiites and christian sects such as the Yazidis, 
have been so far the most vexed groups. it is reported that isis policy towards 
them is different; non-sunni Muslims can have their lives spared if they become 
sunni, whilst people of other religions are brutally killed and their women are 
sold as forced wives.

in a number of occasions, the un security council has designated isis 
as a terrorist organization, 11 and called upon Members states to «to take all 
necessary measures, in compliance with international law [...] to redouble and 
coordinate their efforts to prevent and suppress terrorist acts committed spe-
cifically by isil». 12 in this regard, one has to note that the iraqi government 
required help in order to regain control over its territory controlled by isis, 
and a coalition of states, led by the us, began an aerial campaign against isis 
bases in iraq; conversely, in syria, for many months, al-assad did not official-
ly request any foreign intervention, but nevertheless, some states decided to 
intervene after having merely informed the syrian government, principally 
claiming a right of self-defence and to intervene since syria was unwillingly 
or unable to face such a global menace. at the end of september 2015, how-
ever, al-assad requested and obtained russian military support against isis. 13 
the efforts of all the actors involved in the fight against isis have constantly 
reduced the territory under the group’s control, and in June 2017 the Kurd 
militias were able to enter the isis capital raqqa. 14

isis’s plan to establish a new state by conquering territories and to per-
suade people all around the world to join its ferocious war has been, between 

11 See e.g. sc res 2170 (2014), un doc. s/res/2170 (2014); sc res 2178 (2014), un doc. s/
res/2178 (2014); sc res 2199 (2015), un doc. s/res/2199 (2015).

12 sc res 2249 (2015), un doc. s/res/2249 (2015). For a discussion, see akande, d., mILa-
noVIc, M., «the constructive ambiguity of the security council’s isis resolution», EJIL: 
Talk!, 21 november 2015, available at www.ejiltalk.org/the-constructive-ambiguity-of-the-se-
curity-councils-isis-resolution/; martIn, J. c., «les frappes de la France contre l’eiil en sy-
rie, à la lumière de la résolution 2249 (2015) du conseil de sécurité», Questions of International 
Law, Zoom out 24, 2016, pp. 3-14; hILPoLd, p., «the evolving right of counter-terrorism: 
an analysis of sc resolution 2249 (2015) in view of some Basic contributions in interna-
tional law literature», ibid., pp. 15-34; mILano, e., «oltre l’esegesi della risoluzione 2249», 
SIDIBlog, 2 March 2016, available at www.sidi-isil.org/sidiblog/?p=1722.

13 see chaPPeLL, B., «russia Begins airstrikes in syria after assad’s request», NPR, 30 sep-
tember 2015, available at www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2015/09/30/444679327/russia-be-
gins-conducting-airstrikes-in-syria-at-assads-request.

14 see georgy m., «spirits high among Kurds in syria as coalition battles for raqqa», Reuter, 15 June 
2017, available at www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-raqqa-mood-idusKBn1962pc.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_designated_terrorist_organizations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrorist
www.ejiltalk.org/the-constructive-ambiguity-of-the-security-councils-isis-resolution/
www.ejiltalk.org/the-constructive-ambiguity-of-the-security-councils-isis-resolution/
www.sidi-isil.org/sidiblog/?p=1722
www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2015/09/30/444679327/russia-begins-conducting-airstrikes-in-syria-at-assads-request
www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2015/09/30/444679327/russia-begins-conducting-airstrikes-in-syria-at-assads-request
www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-raqqa-mood-idUSKBN1962PC
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2014 and 2017, one of the most serious concerns of the entired world. 15 two 
main factors have determined this situation: on the one hand, isis is incredi-
bly able to give media attention to its atrocities and system of administration 
in order to instill terror in their enemies while at the same time fascinating 
potential fighters from all over the world, which flowed to syria and iraq to 
fight in the isis army; 16 on the other hand, many radical islamic movements 
in other countries consider isis to be a source of inspiration, so that today the 
name isis is also commonly applied, for instance, to the libyan anti-govern-
ment groups and Boko haram in nigeria. 17 even if the creation of a united 
islamic state from north africa to ancient persia is proclaimed as one of the 
ultimate goals of all these terrorist groups, the present essay will deal only 
with the statehood of isis in syria and iraq.

III. the questIon of IsIs’s statehood

«Self-determination» should be handled with care. 18

1. A Still Open Question: of the Concept of ‘State’ in International Law

states enjoy international legal personality and are the primary subjects 
of international law. despite the fact that, traditionally, international law is 
considered the law of states and that almost all the international law hand-

15 see the statement made by the French president hollande at the 7272 meeting of the security 
council, un doc. s/pv.7272 (2014), p. 6.

16 See farWeLL, J. p., «the Media strategy of isis», Survival: Global Politics and Strategy, 56, 
2014, pp. 49-55; kLausen, J., «tweeting the Jihad: social Media networks of Western Foreign 
Fighters in syria and iraq», Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, 38, 2015, pp. 1-22.

17 See ortIz, e., «Boko haram leader abubakar shekau pledges allegiance to isis in new 
audio», NBC News, 7 March 2015, available at www.nbcnews.com/storyline/isis-terror/boko-
haram-leader-pledges-allegiance-isis-new-audio-n319256; ryan, Y., «isis in libya: Muammar 
Gaddafi’s soldiers are back in the country and fighting under the black flag of the islamic state», 
The Independent, 16 March 2015, available at www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/
isis-in-libya-muammar-gaddafis-soldiers-are-back-in-the-country-and-fighting-under-the-
black-flag-of-the-islamic-state-10111964.html. 

18 h.F.e. Whitlam, australian representative to the human rights commission during the draft-
ing of the human rights covenants, 264th meeting, 1952, quoted in summers, J., Peoples and 
International Law, leiden | Boston, Brill | nijhoff, 2007, p. ix.

www.nbcnews.com/storyline/isis-terror/boko-haram-leader-pledges-allegiance-isis-new-audio-n319256
www.nbcnews.com/storyline/isis-terror/boko-haram-leader-pledges-allegiance-isis-new-audio-n319256
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isis-in-libya-muammar-gaddafis-soldiers-are-back-in-the-country-and-fighting-under-the-black-flag-of-the-islamic-state-10111964.html
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isis-in-libya-muammar-gaddafis-soldiers-are-back-in-the-country-and-fighting-under-the-black-flag-of-the-islamic-state-10111964.html
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isis-in-libya-muammar-gaddafis-soldiers-are-back-in-the-country-and-fighting-under-the-black-flag-of-the-islamic-state-10111964.html
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books and treatises begin with a chapter about statehood, the concept of 
state in international law is controversial among scholars even today. in the 
absence of a well-established consensus about what is a state, traditionally, 
article 1 of the 1933 Montevideo convention on the rights and duties of 
states is considered a useful guide because it sets forth four statehood crite-
ria: a permanent population, a defined territory, government and capacity to 
enter into relations with the other states. 19 however, this convention nei-
ther creates nor codifies the statehood requirements, as international per-
sonality of states is attributed by general international law, not by a regional 
treaty such as the Montevideo convention. 20 the debate about what a state 
is and how it gains international personality is far more complex, and can be 
summarized as follow.

according to the first and oldest theory, the constitutive theory, only 
entities which are recognized as states by the other states have international 
personality. 21 the basic assumption is that states are the primary subjects of in-
ternational law, and, consequently, that only they may decide whether an entity 
is a state and bestow on it the powers and duties of a state. this theory is not 
very popular today, because it relativizes the concept of state so that entity ‘a’ 
could be simultaneously recognized as a state by state ‘B’ but not by state ‘c’; 
it could be recognized today by state ‘d’ and in twenty years by state ‘e’. 22 on 
the contrary, statehood is a status that objectively attributes powers and duties to 
all the members of the international community at the same time. 23

according to a second opinion, developed principally by civil law schol-
ars in the twentieth century, the state is a matter of fact that emerges on the 
basis of political and historical events; international law does not regulate 
the creation of the states, but rather it directly confers international per-
sonality to entities characterized by a government able to rule effectively 
and independently over a permanent population settled in a defined terri-

19 (1936) 165 lnts 20. see e.g. hIggIns, r., Problem and Process: International Law and How We 
Use It, oxford, clarendon press, 1994, p. 39.

20 see craVen, M., «statehood, self-determination, and recognition», in M. d. eVans (ed.), 
International Law, 4th edn, oxford, oxford university press, 2014, p. 201, p. 217. 

21 see e.g. oPPenheIm, l., International Law, london, longmans, london, 1905, p. 110; 
keLsen, h., «recognition in international law: theoretical observation», American Journal of 
International Law, 35, 1941, pp. 605-617.

22 according to keLsen, h., op. cit., p. 609: «a State exists legally only in its relations to other 
States. There is no such thing as absolute existence».

23 see treVes, t., Diritto internazionale: problemi fondamentali, Milano, Giuffrè, 2005, pp. 58-59.
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tory. 24 the effective and independent government is the prevalent element; 
a government is effective when the entity is able to legislate and enforce its 
laws in a territory and in relation to certain individuals, 25 whilst the inde-
pendence is related to the absence of legal constraints on the government, 
save those arising from international law. 26 the territory and the population 
are therefore the spatial and personal scope in which the government nor-
mally exercises its powers and fulfills its duties. 27 this theory, which may be 
called the «factual theory», is built on the principle of effectiveness, which 
is considered the primary pillar of statehood. as a result, the recognition of 
other states does not have constitutive effects on statehood, but it is merely 
declaratory of pre-existing statehood. 28 as a further consequence, since a 
state is an historical fact with legal consequences, no authority can decide 
whether an entity is a state or not, not even the united nations. in recent 
times, however, this theory evolved so that modern supporters concede that 
international law guides the factual emergency of a state, encouraging or 
discouraging the stabilization of the effective powers on the basis of respect 
for fundamental international rules. 29 

24 see conference on Yugoslavia, «arbitration commission, opinions on Questions arising from 
the dissolution of Yugoslavia (Badinter commission), opinion n. 1», International Legal Materi-
als, 31, 1992, p. 1494, p. 1485. see also, among others, arangIo-ruIz, G., «l’etat dans le sens 
du droit des Gens et la notion du droit international», Österreichische Zeitschrift für öffentliches 
Recht, 26, 1976, pp. 3-63 and pp. 265-406; abI-saab, G., «cours général de droit international 
public», RCADI, 207, 1987/vii, p. 15, pp. 68-69; quadrI, r., «stato (diritto internazionale)», 
in quadrI, r., Scritti Giuridici, Milano, Giuffrè, 1988, pp. 189-238; PeLLet, a., «le droit 
international à l’aube du XXième siècle», 1 Cours Euro-méditerranéens Bancaja de Droit Interna-
tional, 1997/i, p. 19, pp. 55-56; tancredI, a., «lo stato nel diritto internazionale tra effettività 
e legalità/legittimità», Ars Interpretandi, 16, 2011, pp. 131-172; combacau, J., sur, s., Droit 
international public, 10th edn., paris, lGdJ, 2012, p. 267.

25 see duPuy, p.-M., «l’unité de l’ordre juridique international. cours général de droit interna-
tional public», RCADI, 297, 2002, p. 9, pp. 95-96; shaW, M. n., International Law, cambridge, 
cambridge university press, 2008, pp. 198-199.

26 see Régime Douanier Entre l’Allemagne et l’Autriche (Protocole du 19 Mars 1931), avis consultatif 
du 5 septembre 1931, pciJ rep series a no 41, pp. 57-58 (Judge anzilotti, individual opinion).

27 see quadrI, r., La sudditanza nel diritto internazionale, padova, cedam, 1936, p. 28; aran-
gIo-ruIz, G., op. cit., pp. 50-63. 

28 see chen, t., The International Law of Recognition, With Special Reference to Practice in Great 
Britain and the United States, new York, praeger, 1951, p. 14; brIerLy, J. l., The Law of Nations: 
An Introduction to the International Law of Peace, oxford, oxford university press, 1963, p. 139. 

29 see tancredI, a., «a normative ‘due process’ in the creation of states through secession», 
in M. G. kohen (ed.), Secession: International Law Perspectives, cambridge, cambridge univer-
sity press, 2006, p. 171, pp. 205-206, and «neither authorized nor prohibited? secession and 
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More recently, other scholars have developed a third view, the so-called 
«legalistic theory». this theory, without repudiating the factual premises, con-
siders that an entity which effectively and independently exercises sovereign 
powers over a population and a territory may not enjoy international person-
ality if it does not respect some fundamental rules of international law (e.g. the 
ban on the use of force and the principle of self-determination). 30 according to 
this opinion in similar cases, the international community would be under a 
duty not to recognize the entity as a state and not to admit it into international 
organizations; the said entity would be, therefore, classified as a de facto regime. 31 
even for this opinion’s supporters, effectiveness is essential for a state, but it is 
not sufficient; the territorial entity claiming statehood should also demonstrate 
respect for the basic rules of the international community. 32

in reality, the debate is far more complex and each of the abovemen-
tioned theories can be divided into a number of sub-theories that are, at the 
same time, interrelated, so that today the divide between factual and legalistic 
theories is not so wide, and state recognition is considered a relevant legal el-
ement in both. 33 accordingly, albeit this author generally considers a modern 
approach to the factual theory more in line with the contemporary structure 
of international relations, the present essay will analyze isis statehood both 
in light of the factual and legalistic views. 34

international law after Kosovo, south ossetia and abkhazia», Italian Yearbook of International 
Law, 28, 2008, p. 37, p. 54. 

30 see e.g. craWford, J., The Creation of States in International Law, oxford, clarendon press, 
1979 and 2006; dugard, J., Recognition and the United Nations, cambridge, cambridge uni-
versity press, 1987; kohen, M. G., «création d’etats en droit international contemporain», 
Cours euro-méditerranéens Bancaja de droit international, 6, 2002, pp. 546-635; raIč, d., Statehood 
and the Law of Self-Determination, leiden | Boston, nijhoff, 2002; orakheLashVILI, a., «state-
hood, recognition and the united nations system: a unilateral declaration of independence 
in Kosovo», Max Planck Yearbook of United Nations Law, 12, 2008, pp. 1-44.

31 see froWeIn, J. a., «de Facto regime», Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law 
online, 2013.

32 see craWford, J., op. cit., p. 98. 
33 For a critical overview of the different theories and methodological approaches, see d’asPre-

mont, J., «the international law of statehood: craftsmanship for the elucidation and regula-
tion of Births and deaths in the international society», Connecticut Journal of International Law, 
29, 2014, pp. 201-224. 

34 the same approach has been employed by this author in the analysis of palestinian state-
hood. see Longobardo, M., «lo stato di palestina: emersione fattuale e autodeterminazione 
dei popoli prima e dopo il riconoscimento dello status di stato non membro delle nazioni 
unite», in M. dIstefano (ed), Il principio di autodeterminazione dei popoli alla prova del nuovo 
millennio, padova, cedam, 2014, pp. 9-35.
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2. Applying the Statehood Criteria to ISIS

a)  the international personality of isis according 
to the Factual theory

in order to determine whether isis has ever been a state, first one has 
to verify whether isis has ever governed a defined territory and a permanent 
population independently and effectively. due to the ongoing asmed conflict 
in the region, collecting information about the events is no simple task given 
that the main source of data is isis itself, which clearly mixes factual informa-
tion with propaganda. consequently, it is necessary not to overestimate these 
data, which are held as true only for academic purposes and should be subject 
to confirmation through research on the field.

one has to acknowledge that isis developed a sophisticated, albeit hei-
nous, form of governmental organization. according to the un, «isis func-
tions under responsible command and has a hierarchical structure, including 
a policy level.» 35 the ultimate authority is al-Baghdadi, who governs the 
controlled territory through a network of local officials, both military and 
civil. 36 isis gained control over people and territory through the use of the 
force, enforcing its power with violence. the territorial scope of its adminis-
tration is broad. isis gained at least for some time military control over the 
north-eastern part of syria and north-western iraq, including the important 
cities of raqqa, Mosul, Falluja 37 and, for some months, palmyr. this area is 
not particularly cohesive and many isis-conquered cities are isolated from 
the rest of the controlled territory. Muslims of different groups, christians, 
and other minorities inhabit this territory –which– is one of the earth’s most 
ancient populated areas, as testified by the many archaeological sites brutally 
destroyed by isis fighters. 38 

isis administration incorporated all the traditional branches of the gov-
ernment. isis has passed new legislation in the conquered cities, such as the 

35 un doc a/hrc/27/crp.3, cit., para. 13.
36 Ibidem.
37 For a map, see us department of defense, Iraq and Syria: ISIL Reduced Operating Area as of April 

2015, available at www.defense.gov/news-article-view/article/604444.
38 see e.g. cuLLInane, s., aLkhshaLI, h., taWfeeq, M., «tracking a trail of historical oblit-

eration: isis trumpets destruction of nimrud», CNN, 14 april 2015, available at edition.cnn.
com/2015/03/09/world/iraq-isis-heritage/.

www.defense.gov/News-Article-View/Article/604444
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«contract of the city» of nineveh, which is an abhorrent list of treatments 
constituting punishment for several alleged criminal offences. 39 isis has or-
ganized a perverted form of judicial system in order to ensure the implemen-
tation of the new legislation; 40 it is reported that courts located in iraq, syria, 
and even lebanon 41 have ordered many terrible executions. 42 the governance 
structure was very sophisticated in certain regions that have been under isis 
control longer: e.g., in the syrian city of raqqa, isis has provided for is-
lamic and elementary education, water and electricity, humanitarian aid and 
mediation between different tribes. 43 in order to accomplish the building of 
a proper civil administration, isis has asked foreign doctors, engineers, and 
administrators to come to the controlled area in order to contribute to the 
construction of the islamic state. 44 isis has also released a document in order 
to inform the world how well it governed the city of aleppo, boastfully de-
scribed as a paradise on earth. 45 

the crucial question is whether this governance system can be consid-
ered sufficiently independent and effective to fulfill the statehood criterion. 46 
one has to acknowledge that isis has never been a puppet government, but 
rather, showed a defiant scale of independence. its administration has never 

39 For the arabic test and some remarks, see moore, J., «iraq isis crisis: Medieval sharia 
law imposed on Millions in nineveh province», International Business Times, 12 June 2014, 
available at www.ibtimes.co.uk/iraq-isis-crisis-medieval-sharia-law-imposed-millions-nine-
veh-province-1452401. 

40 see carIs, c. c., reynoLds, s., ISIS Governance in Syria. Middle East Security Report n. 22, July 
2014, pp. 18-19.

41 see e.g. kuLLab, s., semaan, e., «isis running shariah court in arsal in bid to win hearts and 
minds», The Dayly Star Lebanon, 7 February 2015, available at www.dailystar.com.lb/news/leb-
anon-news/2015/Feb-07/286716-isis-running-shariah-court-in-arsal-in-bid-to-win-hearts-
and-minds.ashx.

42 see un doc a/hrc/28/18, cit., para. 49.
43 see un doc a/hrc/27/crp.3, cit., para. 16; caris, c. c., and reynoLds, s., op. cit., pp. 14-23.
44 see adamczyk, e., «isis leader to World’s Muslims: Build islamic state», UPI, 1 July 2014, 

available at www.upi.com/top_news/World-news/2014/07/01/isis-leader-to-worlds-Mus-
lims-Build-islamic-state/8971404235322/.

45 see kerr, s., soLomon, e., «‘state of aleppo’ Brochure reveals isis visions for islamic state», 
Financial Times, 30 June 2014, available at www.ft.com/cms/s/0/0e882b36-005e-11e4-a3f2-
00144feab7de.html.

46 For the position according to which isis exercises governmental authority on the territory it 
controls, see shany, Y., cohen, a., «isis: is the islamic state really a state?», 14 septem-
ber 2014, available at www.en.idi.org.il/analysis/articles/isis-is-the-islamic-state-really-a-state/; 
grant, t. d., «is the islamic state actually a state? no, but letting it say so is dangerous», 8 
June 2015, available at www.newrepublic.com/article/121988/far-reaching-implications-islam-
ic-stateclaiming-statehood. 

www.ibtimes.co.uk/iraq-isis-crisis-medieval-sharia-law-imposed-millions-nineveh-province-1452401
www.ibtimes.co.uk/iraq-isis-crisis-medieval-sharia-law-imposed-millions-nineveh-province-1452401
www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2015/Feb-07/286716-isis-running-shariah-court-in-arsal-in-bid-to-win-hearts-and-minds.ashx
www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2015/Feb-07/286716-isis-running-shariah-court-in-arsal-in-bid-to-win-hearts-and-minds.ashx
www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2015/Feb-07/286716-isis-running-shariah-court-in-arsal-in-bid-to-win-hearts-and-minds.ashx
www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2014/07/01/ISIS-leader-to-worlds-Muslims-Build-Islamic-State/8971404235322/
www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2014/07/01/ISIS-leader-to-worlds-Muslims-Build-Islamic-State/8971404235322/
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/0e882b36-005e-11e4-a3f2-00144feab7de.html
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/0e882b36-005e-11e4-a3f2-00144feab7de.html
www.en.idi.org.il/analysis/articles/isis-is-the-islamic-state-really-a-state/
www.newrepublic.com/article/121988/far-reaching-implications-islamic-stateclaiming-statehood
www.newrepublic.com/article/121988/far-reaching-implications-islamic-stateclaiming-statehood
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been bound by the will of another state by virtue of a treaty or any other legal 
instrument, nor has never its action directed or controlled by another state. 

however, isis administration appears to lack effectiveness. although the 
will of isis officials has been normally enforced, the governmental powers’ 
scope of application ratione personarum and ratione loci was not sufficiently sta-
ble to assess the effectiveness of the whole government. 47 due to continuing 
fights with the iraqi, syrian, and Kurdish armies and the international coa-
lition’s airstrikes, isis failed to govern a portion of territory in a stable way. 
rather, its powers were often just sporadic and the government apparatus has 
constantly shifted from area to area following the turns of the armed conflict. 48 

stability is not a different criterion in and of itself, but rather, it is part 
of effectiveness. a governmental act, e.g. a law, cannot be effectively imple-
mented if there is no continuity in the administration of a territory since may 
not be a court to enforce it when the need arises. 49 in this respect, the obstacle 
to isis statehood is not the fact that its territory was not precisely defined, 
a circumstance which does not affect the international personality of already 
established states, 50 but rather the fact that it is totally unclear what territory 
is claimed, since isis control has changed greatly daily and there is no histor-
ical title that can be used as a reference. consequently, for 2014 to 2017, isis 
lacked effective government, and therefore, statehood. 51

not only was a defined territory totally absent with the aforementioned 
repercussions on the statehood of isis, but it is also impossible to circum-

47 see zIccardI caPaLdo, G., «le nuove situazioni territoriali illegittime. l’intervento ‘tutelare 
di sicurezza immediata’ nei territori sotto il controllo dell’isil: un tertium genus di intervento 
armato a titolo collettivo?», november 2014, p. 8, available at www.sidi-isil.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/11/G.-Ziccardi-capaldo-per-forum-sidi.pdf.

48 isis is rapidly losing control of several. see mackay, M., «u.s.: isis loses Quarter of ter-
ritory in iraq: 3 things You need to Know», CNN, 16 april 2015, available at edition.cnn.
com/2015/04/15/middleeast/isis-loses-territory-iraq/; chuLoV, M., haWramy, F., «pesh-
merga Forces enter sinjar in Fight against isis», The Guardian, 11 november 2015, avail-
able at www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/13/peshmerga-forces-sinjar-isis-oust-gun-
fire-kurdish; eVans, d., «islamic state driven out of syria’s ancient palmyra city», Reuters, 
28 March 2016, available at uk.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-palmyra-iduK-
Kcn0Wt04r.

49 see quadrI, r., Diritto internazionale pubblico, 4th ed., napoli, liguori, 1968, p. 444; 
craWford, J., op. cit., p. 60.

50 see Deutsche Continental Gas-Gesellschaft v Polish State, 5 International Law Reports (1929) p. 11, 
14-15; North Sea Continental Shelf cases (Federal Republic of Germany v Denmark; Federal Republic 
of Germany v Netherlands), Judgment of 20 February 1969, [1969] icJ rep. 3, para. 46.

51 see raIč, d., op. cit., pp. 61-62. 

www.sidi-isil.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/G.-ZICCARDI-CAPALDO-per-forum-SIDI.pdf
www.sidi-isil.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/G.-ZICCARDI-CAPALDO-per-forum-SIDI.pdf
www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/13/peshmerga-forces-sinjar-isis-oust-gunfire-kurdish
www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/13/peshmerga-forces-sinjar-isis-oust-gunfire-kurdish
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scribe a permanent population subject to isis government, since its control 
over entire human communities changed very rapidly. 

in light of these factual elements, isis appears to be an insurrectional 
group. insurgents are international subjects that exercise de facto powers over 
a territory but are provisional in character since they are doomed to be quelled 
and disappear if their outcome is not the formation of a new state. 52 this is 
the isis scenario in the analyzed period: its administration was provisional in 
the sense that it was not stable, and, therefore, isis cannot be considered a 
state. due to its relative scarcity of men, isis was like an oil spill in the sea: it 
reached many far areas, but in doing so it has lost consistence, i.e. control over 
certain zones, since its army failed to control at the same time all the areas 
where the hostilities has been conducted; therefore, there were many gaps in 
the structure of isis territory, and many others were created every time isis 
was forced to loosen its ranks in order to move troops to secure other posi-
tions. By contrast, if isis consolidate its vanishingpower over a delimited area 
and its inhabitants, then it could claim to be a state according to the factual 
theory. at the moment, on the basis of the ineffectiveness of the territorial 
control isis has been exercised, statehood is a goal, not a reality. 53 Fortunate-
ly, in light of the most recent developments, it is extremely unlikely that isis 
will fulfill this goal although in the past this risk seemed concrete.

b)  isis statehood in light of the principle of self-determination 
of peoples

Beside the factual theory, isis cannot be considered a state from a legal-
istic view as well.

the core concept of the legalistic theory is that the factual criteria are in-
sufficient to determine statehood by themselves, but that the territorial entity 
claiming to be a state should be entitled to statehood by virtue of the principle 
of self-determination of peoples, and must respect the most important rules of 
international law, for instance those regarding the ban on the use of force and 
gross human rights violations. 54

52 see cassese, a., International Law, 2nd edn, oxford, oxford university press, 2005, p. 71 and 
p. 130.

53 see PIcone, p., «unilateralismo...», op. cit., p. 25; WatkIn, K., «targeting ‘islamic state’ oil 
Facilities», International Law Studies, 90, 2014, p. 499, p. 500.

54 see the authors cited supra note 30.
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in general terms, applying one of the traditional categories about state 
modification (dismemberments, merger, incorporation, secession, devolution) 
to the current situation in iraq and syria caused by isis insurgency is difficult. 
on the one hand, one could consider that isis has attempted two different 
secessions respectively from iraq and syria, with the aim to unify the result-
ing territorial entity into a new integrated state; on the other, it is likely that 
isis wanted (and still wants) to create a state on the entire territory of iraq 
and syria, and, therefore, its actions could be qualified as an insurgency, more 
precisely as an attempt to change at the same time two regimes (in iraq and 
syria) and to merge the resulting entities. 55 But this phenomenon is far more 
complex. if one considers iraq as the historical isis basis, it is possible to ar-
gue that syria has responded to armed attacks from a non-state actor located 
in iraq that also enjoyed the support of part of the syrian population. 

however, one should consider whether isis acted pursuant to the prin-
ciple of self-determination of peoples, the legal basis of every statehood claim.

the principle of self-determination is embodied in the un charter, 
in the 1966 covenants, and in general international law, and it was born in 
the decolonizing era. 56 on the basis of this principle, the un General as-
sembly «declaration on Friendly relations among states» affirmed that 
«the legitimacy of the struggle of peoples under colonial and alien domina-
tion recognized as being entitled to the right to self-determination to restore 
to themselves that right by any means at their disposal.» 57 in that context, 
some authors have argued that national liberation movements may use force 

55 on insurgency under international law, see generally, craWford, e., «insurgency», in Mpepil 
(2015).

56 see un charter, articles 1(2) and 55; international covenant on civil and political rights 
and international covenant on economic, social and cultural rights, common article 1. see 
generally koskennIemI, M., «national self-determination today: problems of legal theory 
and practice», International and Comparative Law Quarterly, 43, 1994, pp. 241-269; cassese, 
a., Self-Determination of Peoples. A Legal Reappraisal, cambridge, cambridge university press, 
1995; chrIstakIs, t., Le droit à l’autodétermination en dehors des situations de décolonisation, paris, 
la documentation française; casteLLIno, J., International Law and Self-determination, leiden 
| Boston, nijhoff, 2000; ferrer LLoret, J., La aplicación del principio de autodeterminación de los 
pueblos: Sahara Occidental y Timor Oriental, alicante, universidad de alicante, 2002; summers, J., 
op. cit.; oeter, s., «self-determination», in B. sImma et al. (eds.), The Charter of the United Na-
tions: A Commentary, 3rd edn, oxford, oxford university press, 2012, pp. 313-334; PaLmIsano, 
G., «il principio di autodeterminazione dei popoli», in Enciclopedia del Diritto, annali v, Milano, 
Giuffrè, 2012, pp. 82-133; ruIz mIgueL, c., «el principio y derecho de autodeterminación y el 
pueblo del sahara occidental», Anuario Español de Derecho Internacional, 31, 2015, pp. 267-296. 

57 Ga res. 2625 (XXv), un doc. a/res/25/2625 (1970) paras 1-2.
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against the colonial state in order to gain independence. 58 a national libera-
tion movement is a non-state actor that is representative of a people entitled 
to self-determination and that exercises this right on behalf of the people. 59 
however, isis has never been involved in a war of national liberation. First, 
isis may not be considered a national liberation movement because there is 
no colonial system or alien domination in syria and iraq that bar a people from 
exercising its right to self-determination. second, a war of national liberation 
may exist only between a national liberation movement that is representative 
of a people fightin for its self-determination: 60 this representativeness is nor-
mally supported by the international community, which, through the un, 
acknowledges the representative character of these groups and considers them 
partial subjects of international law, as in the case of the palestinian liberation 
organization. 61 By contrast, isis is not representative of the syrian and iraqi 
population, and its struggle received no legitimization by the international 
community. 62 actually, national liberation movements are not common today 
since the decolonization process has been mostly accomplished in almost all 
the corners of the world. after the decolonizing era, self-determination can be 
exercised only in cases of foreign occupation or apartheid; it has been suggest-
ed that these situations could justify revolts against the foreign occupant 63 or 

58 see WILson, h. a., International Law and the Use of Force by National Liberation Movements, ox-
ford, clarendon press, 1988, pp. 91-146; cassese, a., Self-Determination..., op. cit., pp. 197-198; 
ruIz coLomé, M. a., Guerras civiles y guerras coloniales, Madrid, eurolex, 1996, pp. 97-99.

59 see generally Lazarus, c., «le statut international des Mouvements de libération natio-
nale à l’organisation des nations unies», Annuaire Français de Droit International, 20, 1974, 
pp. 173-200; barberIs, J., «nouvelles questions concernant la personnalité juridique inter-
national», 179 RCADI, 1983/i, p. 145, pp. 239-268; cassese, a., International Law..., op. cit., 
pp. 140-142.

60 see the authors mentioned supra note 59 and d’asPremont, J., La légitimité des rebelles en droit 
international, 2008, pp. 4-7, available at papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1266047.

61 the united nations recognized the plo role e.g. with the Ga res. 3210 (1974), un doc. a/
res/3210 (XXiX) (1974); Ga res. 3237 (1974), un doc. a/res/3237 (XXiX) (1974). cf. PoIs-
sonnIer, G., «la palestine, état non-membre observateur de l’organisation des nations 
unies», Journal du droit international, 140, 2013, p. 427, pp. 430-433.

62 the Jordan delegate at the 7242 meeting of the security council clearly affirmed: «[w]e stress 
that isis and other extremist groups do not represent sunnis in iraq. We reaffirm that the sunni 
community in iraq must be an essential part of any inclusive political process» (un doc. s/
pv.7242, 2014, p. 5) (emphasis added). see also henderson, c., op. cit., p. 210.

63 the inhabitants of an occupied territory do not have a duty of obedience towards the occupying 
power and insurgency is considered legitimate. see baxter, r. r., «the duty of obedience to 
the Belligerent occupant», British Year Book of International Law, 27, 1950, pp. 235-266.
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the racist government. 64 however, iraq and syria are not occupied countries 
nor apartheid regimes, and, therefore, isis insurgency cannot be justified on 
the basis of the principle of self-determination with reference to this scenario.

according to some scholars, ethnic, religious or racial groups may claim 
a right to secession when persecuted by the central governments of their own 
country, on the basis of the so-called remedial secession doctrine, which is based 
on a peculiar interpretation of a provision embodied in the un General assem-
bly «declaration on Friendly relations among states». 65 Yet isis cannot claim 
to be fighting for a remedial secession. even if the fighters could be considered 
potentially entitled to self-determination as members of a religious group (the 
sunni) in theory, this is incorrect in concreto since the governments of iraq and 
syria are not massively violating the human rights of that specific group. in 
syria, a violent civil war between sunni rebels and assad has resulted in the 
death of thousands of people, but it did not originate from religious or ethnic 
hatred, but rather from the clash between political factions for the control of 
the syrian state — a scenario far from legitimate struggles for gaining politi-
cal self-determination. 66 even if, prior to the awareness of their affiliation with 
isis, some Western states recognized the anti-assad insurgents as the legit-
imate representatives of the syrian people, 67 these acts should be considered 
merely political and no more relevant in the present scenario. consequently, 
any reference to a right of self-determination in this situation is improper. 68 in 

64 since state practice is limited to the south african apartheid, it is not possible to assess whether 
there is a right to insurgency in these situations. however, the positive view would require the 
fighting group to be at least representative of the discriminated minority (cf. d’asPremont, J., 
op. cit., pp. 13-14). 

65 Ga res. 2625 (XXv), un doc. a/res/25/2625 (1970), para. 7. see e.g., tomuschat, c., 
«self-determination in a post-colonial World», in c. tomuschat (ed.), Modern Law of 
Self-Determination, leiden | Boston, nijhoff, 1993, pp. 1-20; doehrIng, K., «self-determina-
tion», in B. sImma (ed.), The Charter of the United Nations — A Commentary, 2nd edn, oxford, 
oxford university press, 2002, pp. 47-63; dugard, J., «the secession of states and their 
recognition in the Wake of Kosovo», RCADI, 357, 2011, p. 9, pp. 112-121.

66 on this topic, see carPenter, t. G., «tangled Web: the syrian civil War and its implica-
tions», Mediterranean Quarterly, 24, Winter 2013, pp. 1-11; JenkIns, B. M., The Dynamics of 
Syria’s Civil War (2014), available at www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/pe115.

67 see «syria conflict: uK recognises opposition, says William hague», BBC News, 20 novem-
ber 2012, available at www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-20406562. 

68 even supporters of the fight against assad avoid delving into the attribution of the right to 
self-determination to isis and consider that an analysis of the right of self-determination of 
the syrian opposition «focuses only on the initial phases of the syrian revolution (roughly, 
March 2011 to February 2012). developments since that have dramatically changed the nature 

www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE115
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-20406562
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any case, the existence of an international customary rule about remedial seces-
sion is not supported by an uniform state practice, 69 and it was not endorsed by 
the international court of Justice. 70

accordingly, iraqi and syrian governments have the right to quell the 
insurgency by virtue of the principle of territorial integrity, while respecting 
the international humanitarian law norms about internal conflicts at the same 
time. 71 isis fight cannot be considered a legitimate exercise of the right to 
self-determination.

c) other legal criteria applied to isis

in recent decades, other statehood criteria have been suggested by schol-
ars, as actual additional criteria or as elements which would give stability to 
the territorial entity and reinforce the effectiveness of its government. these 
additional criteria will be briefly analyzed here with regard to isis, even if 
they would not be sufficient to consider isis a state absent the aforemen-
tioned factual and legal criteria.

of the conflict» (nahLaWI, Y., «self-determination and the right to revolution: syria», Hu-
man Rights & International Legal Discourse, 8, 2014, p. 84, p. 86).

69 See VIdmar, J., «remedial secession in international law: theory and (lack of) practice», St 
Antony’s International Review, 6, 2010, pp. 37-56; hILPoLd, p., «secession in international law: 
does the Kosovo opinion require a re-assessment if this concept?», in p. hILPoLd (ed.), 
Kosovo and International Law. The ICJ Advisory Opinion of 22 July 2010, leiden | Boston, Brill | 
nijoff, 2012, p. 47, pp. 59-65; deL mar, K., «the Myth of remedial secession», in d. french 
(ed), Statehood and Self-Determination: Reconciling Tradition and Modernity in International Law 
(cambridge university press, cambridge, 2013, pp. 79-108; oeter, s., «the role of recogni-
tion and non-recognition with regard to secession», in c. WaLter, a. Von ungern-ster-
nberg, k. abushoV (eds), Self-Determination and Secession in International Law, oxford, oxford 
university press, 2014, p. 45, pp. 59-60.

70 Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Respect of Kosovo, 
advisory opinion of 22 July 2010, [2010] icJ rep. 403, p. 438, paras. 82-83. on this issue, the 
opinion has been criticised by some authors, e.g. by bermeJo garcía, r., gutIérrez esPada, 
c., «la declaración unilateral de independencia de Kosovo a la luz de la opinión consultiva de la 
corte internacional de Justicia de 22 julio de 2010 y de las declaraciones, opiniones individuales 
y disidentes a la misma», Anuario Español de Derecho Internacional, 26, 2010, 7-59, 27-28; soro-
eta LIceras, J., «la opinión consultiva de la corte internacional de justicia sobre Kosovo de 22 
de julio de 2010una interpretación judicial sui generis para un caso que no lo es: aplicabilidad 
de la cláusula de salvaguardia de la resolución 2625 (XXv) o de la ‘secesión como remedio’», 
Revista electrónica de Estudios Internacionales, 25, 2013, pp. 1-29.

71 See common article 3 of the Geneva conventions of 1949. See craWford, e., The Treatment 
of Combatants and Insurgent Under the Law of Armed Conflict, oxford, oxford university press, 
2010, pp. 78-152; dInsteIn, Y., Non-International Armed Conflicts in International Law, cam-
bridge, cambridge university press, 2014, pp. 132-172 and pp. 205-245. 
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First, some commentators have argued that, in the pursuit of inde-
pendence, an entity claiming to be a state should respect some fundamental 
rules of international law, such as the ban on the use of force, the principle 
of self-determination, and the principle of uti possidetis juris. if the territorial 
entity gains effectiveness by violating these norms, it would not enjoy inter-
national personality. 72 even supporters of a modern factual theory considers 
that the respect for the fundamental rules of international law constitutes a 
«normative due process» in the creation of a state, 73 and that in case of vio-
lations of these rules, the entity is not automatically prevented from gaining 
international personality, but other states are under a duty not to recognize 
its statehood and to consider void its acts, 74 making it very difficult for the said 
entity to govern effectively and independently. 75 in addition, some authors ar-
gued that negotiations between the relevant stakeholders are per se fundamen-
tal procedural means to achieve self-determination, 76 since self-determination 
in the post-colonial era is particularly relevant as a procedural principle. 77

it is clear and indisputable that isis has never claimed statehood through 
peaceful means, nor has it never respected the principles of self-determination 
and uti possidetis, has isis never negotiated its statehood with iraq and syria. 78 
although no state has openly supported isis insurgency by military means, 
the whole Middle east is a battlefield, and, since isis is not a self-determi-
nation unit, the situation in iraq and syria should be qualified as an armed 

72 see LauterPacht, h. (ed.), Oppenheim’s International Law: A Treatise, vol. i, london, long-
mans, 1948, p. 137; craWford, J., op. cit.., 93-173.

73 see tancredI, a., La secessione nel diritto internazionale, padova, cedam, 2001, pp. 669-710 and 
«a normative...», op. cit., pp. 193-207.

74 see ilc, «draft articles on state responsibility with commentaries», 34(2) Yearbook of the 
International Law Commission, 1980, p. 114, article 41(2). on the relationship between state-
hood and the duty not to recognise illegal situation, see mILano, e., «the non-recognition 
of russia’s annexation of crimea: three different legal approaches and one unanswered 
Question», Questions of International Law, Zoom out i, 2014, pp. 35-55.

75 see dugard, J., Recognition..., op. cit., pp. 127-163; tancredI, a., La secessione, cit., pp. 714-789.
76 see WILLIams, p. r., JannottI PeccI, f., «earned sovereignty: Bridging the Gap Between 

sovereignty and self-determination», Stanford Journal of International Law, 40, 2004, pp. 1-40; 
barnIdge, r. p., Jr., Self-Determination, Statehood, and the Law of Negotiation: The Case of Pales-
tine, oxford, hart, 2016.

77 see kLabbers, J., «the right to Be taken seriously: self-determination in international 
law», Human Rights Quarterly, 28, 2006, pp. 186-206.

78 isis, due to its heinous crimes, has not been invited to the Geneva peace-talks regarding syr-
ia, nor did the ceasefire brokered by russia and us cover operations against isis (see Joint 
Statement of the United States and the Russian Federation, as Co-Chairs of the ISSG, on Cessation of 
Hostilities in Syria, 22 February 2016; sc res. un doc. s/res/22/68 (2016)).
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conflict between isis and the governments of the two states, with the inter-
vention of some third states. 

Moreover, there is room to argue that the islamic state is an entity creat-
ed in violation of the procedural aspect of the principle of self-determination 
since the true will and aspirations of the local population have not been taken 
into account. 79 E.g., no referendum or election have been held in order to ask 
the local population whether they would like to be part of the future islamic 
state. indeed, the population seems terrified by isis, which is far more pop-
ular among fundamentalists around the world (the so-called foreign fighters) 
than among the inhabitants of syria and iraq, 80 as demonstrated by the enor-
mous flux of refugees from syria and iraq. By not respecting the procedural 
norms relating to the will of the local people, 81 isis reinforces the idea that it 
is pursuing statehood in an illegal way.

second, it has been suggested that respect for human rights is a con-
dition of statehood. it is generally agreed that state sovereignty today im-
plies the duty to protect and secure the human rights of the population, 82 
and, for this reason, some scholars consider that a state must be able and 
willing to secure fundamental human rights in order to have international 
personality. 83 however, this opinion is not supported by state practice and 
the respect for fundamental human rights is not a statehood criterion to-

79 according to the international court of Justice, self-determination could be seen «as the need 
to pay regard to the freely expressed will of peoples» and its application «requires a free and 
genuine expression of the will of the peoples concerned» (Western Sahara, advisory opinion of 
16 october 1975, [1975] icJ rep. 12, p. 33, para. 59 and p. 32, para. 55).

80 see haWramy F., mosLaWI, M., «iraqis living under isis rule in Mosul Begin to show resis-
tance», The Guardian, 1 august 2014, available at www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/01/
iraqis-isis-mosul-resistance.

81 on the value of referendum in the creation of states, see beIgbeder, Y., «referendum», in Max 
Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law online, 2011; tancredI, a., «crisi in crimea, refer-
endum ed autodeterminazione dei popoli», Diritti umani e diritto internazionale, 8, 2014, p. 480, 
pp. 484-487; Peters, a., «the crimean vote of March 2014 as an abuse of the institution of the 
territorial referendum», in c. (ed.), Liber Amicorum für Torsten Stein zum 70. Geburtstag, Baden 
Baden, nomos, 2015, pp. 278-303; bermeJo garcía, r., La vuelta de la Crimea a la madre-pa-
tria. Algunas reflexions a la luz del Derecho Internacional, valencia, tirantlo Blanch, 2015, chapter 4.

82 see un General assembly, 2005 World Summit Outcome, Ga res. 60/1, un doc a/res/60/1 
(2005), para. 138. see also Peters, a., «humanity as the a and Ω of sovereignty», European 
Journal of International Law, 20, 2009, pp. 413-544.

83 e.g., it has been suggested that one of the benchmarks for palestinian statehood would be the 
ability of the palestinian authority to secure fundamental human rights. see qafIsheh, M. M., 
«the ability of palestinian legal system to secure adequate standards of living: reform or 
the Failure of state duty», Asian Journal of International Law, 3, 2013, pp. 393-412.

www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/01/iraqis-isis-mosul-resistance
www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/01/iraqis-isis-mosul-resistance
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day. 84 rather, the systematic violations and widespread atrocities committed 
by isis contribute to the idea that isis is not a state; in fact, other states 
consider it a perversion that isis calls itself a state while simultaneously 
violating the fundamental rights of local inhabitants. 85

lastly, the centrality of the principle of self-determination and of human 
rights law in the current statehood discourse has led some commentators to 
consider the existence of a democratic government as a cornerstone of mod-
ern statehood. 86 this fascinating idea simply does not accord with the present 
structure of the international legal order, but rather reflects a new trend, polit-
ically supported by mainly the Western countries. 87 De lege lata, the capacity 
to effectively govern a territory is sufficient for the emergence of a new state 
even if the government is not democratic. 88 however, one should note that isis 
government is not democratic, and the future possible state would not be a 
democratic state but, rather, a caliphate; such a theological and dictatorial form 
of government could present a danger for the international community, but it is 
not per se sufficient to prevent isis from gaining international personality.

in conclusion, the failure of isis to fulfill the additional legal statehood 
criteria that have been formulated by scholars in recent decades reinforces the 
idea that isis has never been a state.

3. The International Community before ISIS’s Claim to Be a State

after having concluded that isis has never been a state according to the 
factual and legalist theories, but that it is merely a group of insurgents, it is 

84 see craWford, J., op. cit., pp. 148-150.
85 see the statement of the australian prime Minister abbott, un doc. s/pv.7272, cit., p. 14.
86 see VIdmar, J., Democratic Statehood in International Law. The Emergence of New States in Post-

Cold War Practice, oxford, hart, 2013, pp. 61-64, pp. 78-138 and pp. 235-253.
87 see craWford, J., op. cit., pp. 150-155; focareLLI, c., International Law as a Social Construct, 

oxford, oxford university press, 2012, p. 195; kLabbers, J., International Law, cambridge, 
cambridge university press, 2013, p. 71.

88 see santuLLI, c., «la crise ukrainienne: position du problème», Revue Générale de Droit Inter-
national Public, 118, 2014, p. 799, p. 803: «Le principe essential est lié à la neutralité traditionnelle 
à l’endroit de l’organisation intérieure de l’Etat. Il implique l’indifférence aux modalités d’accession au 
pouvoir, et de la transmission de ce dernier. Si la pratique et les usages diplomatiques tendent à retarder 
souvent la négociation avec les représentant issus de coups de force – pratique de ‘faveur démocratique’... – 
la maître de facto devient, s’il consolide sa position dans le temps, la source de la représentation étatique, 
et le seul habilité à délivrer les pleins pouvoirs».
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now time to consider the attitude that other states have towards isis. even 
if the constitutive theory has been rejected in principle above, it is commonly 
believed today that an unanimous recognition by other states, the admission of 
an entity to international organizations and its participation in many bilateral 
or multilateral treaties play a role in the statehood discourse. the Montevideo 
convention uses the formula «capacity to enter in relations with the other 
states» and considers it a fundamental criterion. More correctly, though, this 
capacity should be considered as a mere consequence of the independence and 
effectiveness of a government, and not a statehood precondition. 89 

however, since states are the main actors in the international legal order 
and choose freely whether to recognize another entity as a state, whether 
to admit it into an international organization, and whether to conclude ac-
cords with it, all these phenomena are considered relevant as manifestations 
of the international community’s attitude about the existence of an entity as 
a state. according to factual scholars, the international ‘sociality’ of an entity 
is a demonstration of its fulfillment of the statehood criteria, and, at the same 
time, an exercise of effective and independent powers in the sphere of the 
international relations. 90 according to legalistic views, a wide recognition and 
membership in several international organizations can contribute to the crea-
tion of the international personality of an entity by partially supplying to the 
lack of factual elements; 91 some authors even suggest that un membership is 
clear and sufficient evidence of an entity’s statehood. 92

it is also undisputed that collective non-recognition and non-participa-
tion in international agreements can affect statehood to a certain extent. on 
the one hand, supporters of the factual theory consider that the total lack of 
international relations undermines the effectiveness and independence of the 
entity, which cannot therefore be considered a state. 93 on the other, from a 

89 see raIč, d., op. cit., pp. 73-74.
90 see, with different emphases, cassese, a., International Law..., op. cit., pp. 73-77; gIoIa, a., 

«Kosovo’s statehood and the role of recognition», Italian Yearbook of International Law, 28, 
2008, p. 3, p. 14; Longobardo, M., «la recente adesione palestinese alle convenzioni di diritto 
umanitario e ai principali trattati a tutela dei diritti umani», Ordine internazionale e diritti umani, 
1, 2014, p. 771, pp. 774-777. 

91 see e.g. raIč, d., op. cit., pp. 426-437; craWford, J., op. cit., pp. 26-28; dugard, J., «the se-
cession...», op. cit., pp. 54-57.

92 see, e.g., dugard, J., Recognition..., op. cit., pp. 78-80; rosenne, s., The Perplexities of Modern 
International Law, leiden | Boston, Brill | nijoff, 2004, p. 240.

93 see tancredI, a., «a normative...», op. cit., pp. 204-207, and «neither authorized...», op. cit., 
pp. 53-54.
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legalistic view, collective non-recognition is the sanction faced by the entity 
that has violated those fundamental rules of international law considered to be 
legal statehood criteria. 94 

isis is totally isolated in the international arena because no state has 
recognized its statehood, and the un has not endorsed its claim. 95 there is 
no international agreement between isis and other international actors, let 
alone states. Finally, isis is not a member of any international organizations. 
it is clear and indisputable that the entire international community rejects 
the idea that isis has ever been a state. 

since all the un official documents and records consider isis to be an 
armed group or an ensemble of armed groups, 96 it is reasonable to conclude 
that the international community considers isis to be a group of insurgents. 
it clear that the international community’s attitude towards isis makes it very 
difficult the possibility for isis of entering in relations with other states. 97

IV. concLusIons

The difference between the Islamic State and an actual state should be 
as obvious as the difference between John Kerry and a helicopter. 98

it is impossible to foretell future developments in an area as complex as 
the Middle east, but for the time being, isis is not a state because it lacks the 
factual and legal elements required by international law. however, qualifying 
isis as insurgents should be considered a warning since insurgency is inherently 
a temporary status; after some time, insurgents either become states or are de-
feated. defeating isis and creating an inclusive environment where such aber-
rations cannot find fertile soil are the main challenges faced by the international 

94 see dugard, J., Recognition..., op. cit., pp. 127-170; craWford, J., op. cit., pp. 157-163. 
95 see the statement of the secretary-General, un doc. s/pv.7272, cit., p. 3.
96 see un doc s/res/2170 (2014), cit.; un doc s/res/2178 (2014), cit.; un doc s/res/2199 

(2015), cit.; un doc a/hrc/27/crp.3, cit.; un doc a/hrc/28/18, cit.; un doc. s/pv.7272, 
cit.; un doc. s/pv.7242, cit. see also office of the prosecutor, Statement of the Prosecutor of the 
International Criminal Court, Fatou Bensouda, on the alleged crimes committed by ISIS, 8 april 2015, 
available at www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/press%20and%20media/press%20releases/pages/
otp-stat-08-04-2015-1.aspx.

97 Contra shany, y., cohen, a., op. cit.
98 see grant, t. d., op. cit.

www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/press%20and%20media/press%20releases/Pages/otp-stat-08-04-2015-1.aspx
www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/press%20and%20media/press%20releases/Pages/otp-stat-08-04-2015-1.aspx
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community today. 99 even if this goal seems almost achieved, the international 
community must learn from past errors in the area.

the quite surprising fact is that isis has never looked for internation-
al recognition, membership in international organizations or agreements with 
existing states. isis propaganda is about radically changing the world, and, ac-
cordingly, there is no desire to become part to the ordre établi. For this reason, 
even if it necessary to analyze isis statehood according to a conceptual frame-
work of international law, one should pay due attention to the fact that the 
ultimate goal isis boasts is the radical change of the world community and the 
creation of a centralized and potentially universal islamic state. Fortunately, 
this is far from a realistic scenario as confirmed by the historic failure of every 
dream of universal conquer and the success of the fight against isis in syria and 
iraq. however, isis ultimate goal must be acknowledged and rationalized in 
order to avoid illegal and unjust responses dictated by simple fear. 100

99 See shany, y., cohen, a., op. cit.
100 on this topic, see bIanchI, a., «Fear’s legal dimension: counterterrorism and human rights», 

in l. boIsson de chazournes, M. G. kohen (eds.), International Law in Quest of Its Implemen-
tation. Liber Amicorum Vera Gowlland-Debass, leiden | Boston, Brill | nijoff, 2010, pp. 175-192.
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